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HELP-SOS
Posted by pinokio - 27 Jan 2011 17:35
_____________________________________

Shabbos is coming. This holy day unfortunately always throws me into depression. don't have
time now to explain why, but point is its starting to set in my little brain right now.

I need support from any hands on deck at GYE. Im working on the inyun and am not gonna fix it
overnight, but i just need a little friendship to keep me till motzai shabbos. Not embarrassed to
say, and Im anyways gonna decide now that i wont let my feelings get out of control, hashems
with me, and everything will be alright. ill be besimcha as best as i can. this isnt gonna be some
amazing profound 100page thread, its just right now i need a little, yeah, you know already.

Ive gotta log off but will check later.

Help.

========================================================================
====

Re: HELP-SOS
Posted by silentbattle - 14 Mar 2011 13:54
_____________________________________

Very deep, and very true (which is important, because these days, there are lots of people
saying deep things, or things that at least seem deep, but aren't necessarily true).

========================================================================
====

Re: HELP-SOS
Posted by ZemirosShabbos - 14 Mar 2011 14:43
_____________________________________

hi tzadik,

you sound good!

keep it up

meet me in Pizza Uri and bring along the guardian angel

p.s. what kind of kippa does the guardian angel wear? black kippa with white nanach letters or
white kippa with black nanach letters?
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========================================================================
====

Re: HELP-SOS
Posted by ben durdayah - 14 Mar 2011 14:44
_____________________________________

tzaddik90 wrote on 14 Mar 2011 07:44:

... so that I, in yerush. , on the computer, can be tested in my yiras shamayim...

...This is about how Hashem wants to see if I have yiras shamayim

 

Tested in your Yiras Shamayim?

You work with Yiras Shamayim?

I'm OK with that, but you might just get ambushed for such a saying, Rambo.

Not like you're scared of being ambushed or anything like that...

tzaddik90 wrote on 14 Mar 2011 07:44:

This is not about parnassah or college

This is about how Hashem wants to see if I have yiras shamayim
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If i will get upset at Hashem, c'v

or if i will surrender to him and be besimcha

will i be biatzvus and yiush and critical of my wife and judgemental of kifferent type kippas

or will i struggle to be happy and thank hashem for what i already do have, and have love for
who people are on the inside

and treat my wife and kids the way they deserve,

and most importantly, to treat Hashem who is my spouse and beloved, my friend, my father, my
sister, and the closest person to me in the world the way that they deserve

 

SOLID GOLD POST TZADDIK

BLI NEDER MY NEXT POST WILL FINALLY BE INTERESTING

Thanks for warning us.

If you consider what you've posted until now not 'interesting', then I'd better grab a valium before
reading a post which you consider 'interesting'
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KOT!

E

========================================================================
====

Re: HELP-SOS
Posted by geshertzarmeod - 14 Mar 2011 15:10
_____________________________________

Im glad things worked out for you. Although I dont think I understood anything. I think you guys
need to publish a dictionary for GYE talk.

========================================================================
====

Re: HELP-SOS
Posted by bardichev - 14 Mar 2011 15:22
_____________________________________

Angels wear no kippas

Ask your bubby who survived the holocaust

========================================================================
====

Re: HELP-SOS
Posted by ZemirosShabbos - 14 Mar 2011 15:29
_____________________________________

do they wear kishketlach?

========================================================================
====

Re: HELP-SOS
Posted by ben durdayah - 14 Mar 2011 15:31
_____________________________________
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geshertzarmeod wrote on 14 Mar 2011 15:10:

Im glad things worked out for you. Although I dont think I understood anything. I think you guys
need to publish a dictionary for GYE talk.

 

GYE Glossary of terms

========================================================================
====

Re: HELP-SOS
Posted by ZemirosShabbos - 14 Mar 2011 15:38
_____________________________________

EBD, i don't know if the glossary would do a good enough job of unraveling the mysteries of
possums, cholint, kickboxing, light-sabers, marmosets, pizza uri, rambo and other such thought-
provoking bits of information

unless it is updated heavily and frequently

reb Gesher, if you wish you can lay out your grievances and i will humbly apply my very best

analytical powers to deciphering the Gordian Knot, if you wish 

========================================================================
====

Re: HELP-SOS
Posted by pinokio - 14 Mar 2011 15:38
_____________________________________

im glad to see the vaad harabanim has finally come, after i wasted two hours and......

    ............

              ......???.........
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...........and...

  ...and....

!!!...........

                !

========================================================================
====

Re: HELP-SOS
Posted by pinokio - 14 Mar 2011 15:40
_____________________________________

i AM a great person, i promise....

  why dont you believe me.......

          oy the sorrow......

      what's this....no....OH MIGOSH!

========================================================================
====

Re: HELP-SOS
Posted by pinokio - 14 Mar 2011 15:41
_____________________________________

but you said.....

      and then...???....

    the misery...

========================================================================
====

Re: HELP-SOS
Posted by pinokio - 14 Mar 2011 15:43
_____________________________________
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eichah yashvah badad...

life is but a poor player that struts and frets his hour upon the stage and is heard no more. it is a
tale, told by an idiot full of sound and fury. Nothing is but what is not.....out out brief candle!...

========================================================================
====

Re: HELP-SOS
Posted by ZemirosShabbos - 14 Mar 2011 15:46
_____________________________________

tzadik, i think Gesher is right, we need a Schottenstein Edition of your posts

Eichah and candles are for the summer, or maybe you just got carried away from the pasuk:

??? ???? ????????...

========================================================================
====

Re: HELP-SOS
Posted by pinokio - 14 Mar 2011 15:50
_____________________________________

to say or not to say

to move on

to rebuilt

to say to

to understand what i mean

to then move on

to rebuild

to say to

========================================================================
====
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Re: HELP-SOS
Posted by ben durdayah - 14 Mar 2011 15:53
_____________________________________

???

???

???

???HUH???

???

???

???

========================================================================
====
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